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Headline inflation to hit ~5yr high, expect 25-50bps rate hike



Awaiting forthcoming monthly inflation to confirm our stance, we flag moderation in core
inflation as being unsustainable, with the second round of utility price hike (i.e. gas &
electricity) expected to keep both core and headline inflation elevated over the medium
term.



Inflation contribution from various categories
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With real interest rates once again narrowing to 1.1% (a level last seen in Dec’17) and
lack of parallel fiscal adjustment, we continue to see further need for monetary adjustment and expect the MPC to raise the policy rate by 25-50bps in the upcoming monetary
policy announcement due later this month.
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Monetary policy outlook: While recent economic data particularly on external account (CAD
improved 54%/73%YoY in Jan’19/Feb’19 primarily driven by imports decline, signifying the general slowdown in domestic economy) lends some credence to the argument that MPC should
skip rate hike in the upcoming monetary policy, we however continue to see further need for
monetary adjustment based on: i) lack of parallel fiscal adjustment leaving the monetary policy
as the only lever to address macro-challenges, and ii) real interest rates are once again narrowing to a level last seen in Dec’17 (with Mar’19 inflation of 9.01%, real interest rate stands at
mere 1.1%). Hence, we expect the monetary policy committee to raise the policy rate by 2550bps to 10.5%-10.75% (DR: 11.0%-11.25%).
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Core inflation to slightly moderate in Mar’19: Contrary to headline inflation, core inflation –
which has shown rising trend each month since Mar’18 – will likely witness some moderation in
Mar’19 (NFNE inflation: 8.43%YoY vs. 8.73%YoY in Feb’19). This potentially signifies that the
impact of the cost-push inflationary pressures (i.e. pass-through of rupee depreciation) is losing
steam. While we look forward to forthcoming monthly inflation to see any evidence of the
same, we highlight the moderation in core inflation is unsustainable, as the inflationary impact
of the second round of utility price hikes would keep both core and headline inflation elevated
going forward. To note, the GoP is reportedly mulling to further increase the gas & electricity
rates in order to meet revenue shortfall in the energy chain. We highlight avg. 10% increase in
both utility prices (i.e. electricity & gas) would raise our avg. inflation estimates by 60bps.
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CPI-based inflation to hit ~5yr high: Headline inflation continues to gain momentum, with the
upcoming Mar’19 reading expected to clock in at 9.01%YoY vs. 8.21%YoY in Feb’19 and 3.24%
YoY in Mar’18. This would mark a ~5yr high – levels last seen in Apr’14. Sequentially, the CPI
index is expected to move up 1.04%MoM. The headline inflation is primarily driven by rising
food prices (food index: up 2.01%MoM), higher transport and fuel costs (up 3.7%MoM on avg.) ,
a result of pass-through of higher international oil prices. Food inflation - which remained benign until Jan’19 (7MFY19 avg. 1.79%YoY vs. 3.36%YoY in 7MFY18) and helped in containing
overall inflation - has recently gained momentum following the idiosyncratic rise in prices of
certain perishables (i.e. tomatoes). For Mar’19, food inflation is likely to further tick up to 7.02%
YoY vs. 4.94%YoY in Feb’19 and 0.97%YoY in Mar’18. We foresee a continuation of this trend
until May’19, as the seasonal impact of Ramadan would keep food prices elevated.
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Importantly, core inflation is likely to see some moderation, with Mar’19 NFNE reading of
8.43%YoY vs. 8.73%YoY in Feb’19, a potential indication of cost-push inflationary pressures (i.e. pass-through of rupee depreciation) losing steam.
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Rising food prices particularly perishable items (food index: up 2.01%MoM) and higher
fuel cost (up 3.7%MoM on avg.) as a result of higher international oil prices are the key
driving factors, lifting the monthly read higher.
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Headline inflation continues to gain momentum, with the upcoming Mar’19 reading expected to round up at 9.01%YoY vs. 8.21%YoY in Feb’19 and 3.24%YoY in Mar’18. Sequentially, the CPI index is expected to move up 1.04%MoM.
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